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I. INTRODUCTION 
The past 30 years has seen important developments in robotics for the food sector. These have included 
primal cutting, de-boning and general handling including packaging and end-of line operations such as 
palletising. In 1980s and 1990s several international R&D projects were concerned with deboning1,2, primal 
cutting of meat carcasses3, packaging4 and general handling of non-uniform products5. Several solutions are 
now commercial; however, the number of installations to date have not been as anticipated, especially in the 
high care or main processing areas of food plants. The manual tasks in the handling of ‘raw or naked’ food 
require skills and capability to sense, decide course of action in handling as well as execution of tasks such 
as cutting or controlled placement of the product. A distinction exists between intelligence and skill in the 
context of robotics6. The challenge of performing skilled tasks involves dexterity in handling tools as well as 
products with non-uniformity. Understanding the behaviour of food for automatic processing is fundamental 
to reaching future automation solutions. Many academics and industrialist continue in this venture to generate 
new solutions7, with the widespread use of robot technology 
remaining a target for the future. This paper presents, with the 
aid of an examples, the challenges to shaping a new future for 
robotics for food production 
 
II. ROBOTIC TRIMMING 
Among the many challenges facing robots to handle or process 
food is the task of trimming. Meat, vegetables and many food 
products are trimmed for presentation or to meet final product 
specification. Trimming fat from a whole striploin primal to 
achieve better presentation of the meat after slicing is such an 
example, requiring skill and judgement. Manual fat trimming is 
a labour intensive and highly inaccurate process, especially 
when a uniform layer of fat is to be left on the lean striploin beef.                  Figure 1. Manual fat trimming 

 
The precise location of the fat-lean boundary cannot be visually observed by an operator. There is, thus, 
significant skill involved in both handling and visual as well as touch sensing as illustrated by Figure 1. The 
manipulation and guidance of the knife requires judgement with the ability to start, guide and move the knife 
applying the correct degree of force to instigate separation through the fat at the correct depth; removing 
layers that leave the desired fat surface shape and thickness over lean 
meat. A highly adaptable, controlled trimming solution is needed, using 
sensing capabilities that achieve the same or better results, compared 
to an experienced manual trimmer. 
         

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A basic requirement in reaching a robotic solution is the characterisation 
of the range of variability in product size and form. In the case of fat 
trimming, Figure 2 shows the results of a study performed on fat cover 
depth over striploin primal cuts, prior to specifying the solution as a most 
important step in the project. Fat cover on a beef striploin primal may be 
up to 75 mm in thickness. Fat thickness over the area of a striploin may 
change significantly.                    Figure 2. Fat cover on beef striploin 



A 50 mm change in height over a 25 mm distance both along the length or the width on a striploin primal may 
be encountered during trimming.  
 
Use of ultrasonic and a laser profile measuring device to guide a robot with a trimming provides a practical 
approach to reaching a first robotic solution, which has been implemented.  
     
Figure 3 shows images of trials, following a specified line of cutting using sensory inputs. A powered rotary 
tool used by a robot follows through the striploin fat. The specification of the process and implementation of 
a robotic fat trimming system has been possible only after quantification the striploin and fat cover variability.  

Figure 3. Robotic fat trimming in development trials 

Reaching automation solutions requires quantification such characteristics with respect to the handling and 
cutting processes. Testing in an industrial environment, processing significant number of pieces, to validate 
the results of laboratory tests is the only way new robotic systems can reach commercialisation. 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The challenges in developing new robotics for the food sector remain, as illustrated in the example of fat 
trimming. Processing meat, preparing ingredients from vegetables to slices of cooked products, and assembly 
in ready meals remain challenges for robotics. Researchers in food science and engineers specialising in 
mechatronics, robotics, artificial intelligence need to work closely to integrate cost effective solutions 
transferring results from laboratories to factories. Decades of work remain for industry to have the options to 
use industrially robust robots to produce quality food at lower prices for the consumers. 
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